PaySiteCMS 5.0 is an advanced content management system
designed to meet the needs of ambitious adult paysites.
A content management system allows you to focus your resources on providing your members with
high quality content without worrying about the process of ripping, editing and publishing individual
pictures and video. Your content is managed via a streamlined administration interface; through a
combination of automated transcoding, a flexible content property editor and a comprehensive multisite scheduled publishing system, your site will be easy to manage whether you have 100 gigs of
content or 100 terabytes.
Comprehensive, automated transcoding of video, pictures, thumbnails, previews and trailers.
An extensive variety of content types in addition to the 3 major formats - videos, pictures and feeds.
User submitted content enables your paysite to develop into an online community.
Powerful keyword tagging facilitating powerful searching capabilities
Complete support for multiple languages throughout all elements of the system.
Scheduled publishing providing asynchronous content encoding, editing and publishing.
Create unlimited sites from one content pool.
Flexible content delivery ensuring infinite scalability and maximal user satisfaction.
Developed in PHP with MySQL.
Smarty templates and web-based editor with versioning.
Digital management of 2257 records.
Powerful administration tool with extensive search capabilities.
Password Trojan 4.0 protects your site from password hacking, brute-forcing
and account sharing.
FHGenie integrates exclusively with PaySiteCMS 5.0 to generate picture and video
galleries using your PaySiteCMS 5.0 content.
PaysiteCounter integration for unique statistics.
Membership groups identify different levels of access for different types
of members.
Secure your members' loyalty with reward points, zip downloads and favorites.
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Here are just some features you will find
in PaySiteCMS 5.0:
Users & Content

An extensive variety of content types including in addition to the 3 major
formats - videos, pictures and feeds. All content types work together to help
you build a site where all related content is connected.
The following content types are supported in PaySiteCMS 5.0:
Picture sets
Video sets
DVDs
Audio Stories
Text Stories
3rd Party Feeds.
By enabling user submitted content on your site you bring a whole new
level of interactivity to your users. Allow your site to grow into an online
community where professional content is available right along side real
amateur content.
Membership groups identify different levels of access for different types of
members. Create multiple membership groups for your sites and give
members extra features when they pay more. Enable certain bitrates for
premium members only, give them new content sooner or give them access
to a whole new set of features.
Reward your members' loyalty with reward points to offset against future
membership fees. Use zippy and favorites to let your members download all
their favorite content in less time. Members' reward points can be retrieved
and set using any external application for integration with rewards stores,
affiliate program and more.
Complete multilingual feature set ensures your paysite dominates the world
market by reaching out to a global audience. By using a strict template tag
format your users language choice can be easily propagated across all
elements of the site including images, static text and content properties.
The PaySiteCMS 5.0 Customer Service Relations Module (CSR) encourages
members to communicate with the site owners to report bugs, make
suggestions or encourage member loyalty. The CSR is seamlessly integrated
into the system and provides an easy to use ticket interface that
experienced and new users alike will find easy to understand.

Admin

Comprehensive, automated transcoding of video, pictures, thumbnails,
previews and trailers. All created to your exact specification to perfectly suit
your requirements. Providing high quality source files allows the system to
automatically generate the requested formats without any manual
intervention. Additionally, using our simple video format manager, new and
emerging video codecs can be quickly integrated or existing transcoding
parameters tuned to your liking.
The following video formats are included as standard for video transcoding:
DV
MPEG-1 (VCD) and MPEG-2 (SVCD/DVD/DVB) video
MPEG-4 (all variants) including DivX , OpenDivX (DivX4), DivX 5 (Pro), XviD
Windows Media Video 7/8
Windows Media Video 9
RealVideo 1.0, 2.0 (G2)
RealVideo 3.0 (RP8), 4.0 (RP9)
3ivx
MPEG-4 (IPOD & PSP)
Flash Video with random seeking & many more!

Powerful keyword tagging providing the capability to accurately search and
retrieve related content, linked content. Included with PaySiteCMS 5.0 is
mature keywords system including over 1000 predefined keywords in a
categorized hierarchy. In addition to being able to create your own keywords
this enables any and all content to be accurately tagged for identification by
all your content editors as well as your site users. If you don't have the
resources to accurately tag your content then give your members the power
to identify content for themselves.
Scheduled publishing providing asynchronous content encoding, editing and
publishing. Maximize your human resources by individually assigning
encoding, editing and publishing responsibilities.
Current 2257 legislations requires at least two forms of identification for all
models appearing on your website. Using the PaySiteCMS 5.0 model manager
ensures that not only can your members enjoy the best viewing experience
when searching for their favorite models, but your legal department can
receive daily dumps of all model identification data to store in your office in
the event that you are asked to provide this data.

Deployment

Developed in PHP and MySQL ensuring maximum compatibility with your
other applications and allowing you to leverage the diverse skill pool
available to work with these technologies. Our choice to use PHP was largely
based on this and the recent release of PHP 5 cements our commitment to
using PHP for PaySiteCMS 5.0. The recent stabilization of MySQL 5.x enables
many features that allow us to support your backend with an extremely
competent data storage system.
Smarty templates and web-based editor with versioning provide the
programmer and template designer with a wealth of tools to automate tasks
commonly dealt with at the presentation layer of an application. Smarty is
not a simple tag-replacing template engine, its focus is on quick and painless
development and deployment, while maintaining high-performance,
scalability, security and future growth.

Growth

Take advantage of the extensive time spent on preparing content for your
first site by adding unlimited sites and template sets, then publishing content
to your chosen destination. Just create a new design for your site and publish
your existing content to the new site.
Employing the separate content delivery system your sites can scale to serve
content from unlimited storage resources and even deliver the same content
from different locations based on member geography. By providing full
integration with the PaySiteCMS 5.0 authentication scheme whilst fully
supporting resumable downloads and download managers your sites have
the power to grow beyond your highest expectations.
Password Trojan 4.0 protects your site from password hacking, brute-forcing
and account sharing. Limit your members by the number of simultaneous
logins, downloads, the frequency of logins, the geographical distribution of
logins and more.

To learn more about
PaysiteCMS 5.0 and to get

special promotional rates, please visit
www.ThePaysiteCMS.com!
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